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Nigerian Culture:
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Food:
In interviewing, I've learned several dishes in her culture are:
Jellof rice in this dish the main ingredients are rice, tomatoes, tomato 
paste, onions, cooking oil, goat or beef meat.

Pepper soup can be made with different kinds of meat like goat or 
cow leg, along with lots of spices to ensure it's spicy.

Eba is made from dried grated cassava.

Efo is vegetables and stock fish, palm oil, crayfish, and pepper dish

Suya is thinly sliced meat which is very spicy.



Ceremonies:
Weddings:
Like in many cultures, weddings are a big deal. Especially, in a 
Yoruba, Nigerian culture, the wedding is broken into two days. In the 
first day it's almost like an engagement party, where they rent a hall and 
have both sides of the family gather. There the bride and groom are 
separate for a time. Meaning when introduced the groom and his 
groomsmen enter the hall first, where the dance in to their traditional 
music and the crowd throw money at them. Then the groom and the 
groomsmen bow before his parents as a sign of respect and then  the 
bride's parents and her whole side of the family signifying that he is 
asking for her hand in marriage and for her parents blessings. After the 
parents of the bride give their blessing to him, he proceeds to sit down. 
Then the bride enters she dances in as well and bow for her parents and 
the parents of the groom as a sign of respect. Then she goes before her 
husband and places his “fila” ( hat) on his head. 

Holidays: 
In many cultures, Christmas is very important in the Nigerian culture as 
well. The day of her family wakes up and head to church before doing 
anything else. They usually wear white, the women wear a hat on their 
head but the men just wear white. When In  church the service is spoken 
in Yoruba. After the service is over then they head home and then 
proceed in opening presents and spending quality time with her family. 
Independence Day:
For Nigerians, October 1 represents their Independence Day, where 
Nigeria’s proclamation of independence from British rule. This is the day 
where a big parade in Manhattan is celebrated, so her and her family go 
and celebrate. In the parade their is always one famous Nigerian 
performer there, the admission is free and it is always crowded.

Prayer Gowns=



Traditional Clothings:
A traditional wear for Nigerians is called the Ankara. This 
clothing is usually cotton and has very bright, vivid colored 
patterns. There are various types for all occasions.

Then a couple for a wedding would wear any color of their 
choice for their wedding day and the bride would have a head 
wrap on along with the bridesmaid sometimes and the groom 
would wear a hat.



Traditions
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Guyana 
● Guyana, is a country on South America’s 

North Atlantic coast,
● Guyana's culture reflects Caribbean 

,Nepalese, Indian, and more
● My partners culture reflects towards 

indian culture
● The religion my partner practices is 

Hinduism, there is more then one God



Food
These are some of  the dishes Guyanese people eat:  

●
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Clothing
●
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Ceremonies 
●

The following day, 
friends and family meet at the ‘wedding house’ for the sangeet 
night. This is a very old custom.The cook night has always 
provided the opportunity for dancing, fun and teasing of the 
bride and groom. The bride’s hands can be adorned with the 
henna on this night as well.The matikore or dig dutty as it is 
popularly called in Guyana is essentially prayers to Mother 
Earth or Dharti puja and is done two days prior to the 
wedding.The same rites are done separately at the homes of the 
bride and groom. At the bride’s home, her mother makes her 
way to a clean spot some distance from their home and to the 
accompaniment of the tassa drums and traditional songs offer 
prayers for the fertility and prosperity of her daughter’s 
marriage.The wedding day brings with it a buzz of excitement. 
Early in the morning the mothers would go to the home of a 
female relative for the lawa.No meat, however, and definitely — 
hold onto your flasks — no alcohol.Over the decades, the Hindu 
bride has consistently been adorned with real gold jewelry. He 
can coordinate his outfit with the bride and appear in elegant 
achkan suits or sherwani, reminiscent of India’s nobility with 
matching turban. 
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Similarities:
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